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Abstract--An approach based on the decision maker's judgment is proposed by furnishing mul- 
tiple solutions of part-family and machine-cell formation of a cellular manufacturing system. The 
reason for relying on the judgment of the decision-maker is due to the complexity and the many 
constraints encountered in practice. Some examples of these practical constraints are workload bal- 
ancing, ill-defined systems, the existence of exceptional elements, and the presence of the various 
uncertain factors in the system. The basic approach is based on the concept of nearest-neighborhood 
between machines and parts. The procedure, which can be used to identify multiple grouping pat- 
terns of machines and parts, consists of two algorithms: grouping and branching, association, and 
combining. Numerical examples are provided, especially for ill-structured problems, to illustrate the 
approach.(~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Group technology, Cellular manufacturing, Multiple grouping patterns, Interactive 
decision making. 
NOMENCLATURE 
S~ The maximum similarity coefficient in column k, i.e., S~ = max~[s~k]. 
T The threshold to form a singleton machine-cell. 
{i~} The set of row-addresses for entries in column k that contain S~. (For example, in Figure 1, 
column 1 {iF} ---- {2,3,6,7,8,9}.) 
m k The number of elements in {tk}. 
{i~,ol } The subset of row addresses in {i~} ({i~,01} C_ {i~}), its elements if regarded as column indices 
have not joined in any group yet and have their m~,o ~ -- 1. (For example, in column 1, Figure 1 
{q,ol} = (7}.) 
{i~¢,02} The subset of (i~} ({i~,02} C {i~}), when regarded as column indices, have not joined in any 
group yet but have their m~.o 2 > 2. (For example, column 1, Figure 1 has {i~,02 } = {6, 8, 9}.) 
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m~,o2 The number of elements in {i~',02}" 
11 , . . . ,  [N~,o2 The nonempty power subsets of {i~-.02 }, where 
N~,o 2 = m~,02 + +.. .  + ,02 = 2 m7',°2 - 1. 
(For example, in Figure 1, since {i~,o2} = {6, 8, 9}, 11 . . . . .  IN~,o 2= {6, 8, 9}, {6, 8}, {6, 9}, {8, 9}, 
{6}, {8}, {9}, and N~',o 2 = 7.) 
{i~,1} The subset of {i~} ({i~A } C {i~}), if regarded as column indices, have previously joined in 
groups. (For example, in column 1, Figure 1 {i~,1} = {2,3}.) 
A The total number of alternative solutions identified. 
C The numbering index of the alternative solutions, C = 1,..., A. 
Mc The set of columns (indices) that are in current solution C have joined in groups. (For exam- 
ple, Figure 1 currently has Mc = {2, 3}.) 
Dc The set of cell entries (distinctively denoted as (i t, U)) in S for current solution C, which has 
been considered by other alternative solutions due to the use of the nonempty power subsets of 
{i~,02}- 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Group technology is a manufacturing philosophy that identifies and exploits the similarities 
of parts and decomposes a manufacturing system into subsystems based on these similarities. 
Various contributions of group technology to manufacturing have been recognized in areas such 
as design standardization, cell layout, productivity inlprovements, et-up time reduction, im- 
proved process planning, improved purchasing procedures, improved scheduling, and reduced 
inventory [1]. However, many practical problems uch as ill-defined systems, exceptional ele- 
ments in machines or parts, even the consideration of machine capacity and workload balancing, 
have not been investigated in detail and certainly have not been solved satisfactorily. 
The purpose of the present investigation is to propose approaches to solve the above-mentioned 
problems. The basic idea is to furnish all the possible part-family and machine-cell formations to 
the decision maker, who makes the final decision based on environments and other factors such 
as machine capacity, exceptional elements, and uncertainty considerations. This idea is based 
on the complexity and the different environments of the various manufacturing systems. Due to 
complexity of the system, a more detailed dynamic system model, which includes most of the 
practical complication factors, cannot be formulated, and thus a.n optimal final decision cannot 
be furnished to the decision maker. Due to the different environments of the manufacturing 
systems, a common goal or the best part-fanfily and machine-cell formation cannot be obtained. 
This is especially true because similarity between parts and machines is not absolute. Some parts 
may be more similar than others. If one tries to utilize the machine to the fullest capacity, even 
parts that are less similar may be preferred under certain circumstances. 
Thus, a method which furnishes multiple solutions is proposed. Based on these solutions and 
the actual circumstances of the system, the decision maker can make the final choice. The 
proposed approach is especially useful for ill-structured systems where multiple optimal solutions 
exist. Furthermore, identifying multiple grouping solutions can be very useful in real world 
situations, where due to constraints uch as layout, budget, quality concern, etc., an optimal 
solution frequently becomes infeasible. Considerations of such practical problems as workload 
balancing, material handling, duplication of machines, subcontracting, total quantity of part 
family, etc., can make the problem too complicated to obtain solutions. Thus, the only choice is 
to rely on the judgment of the decision maker based on the varying goals of the system. 
In the next two sections, the algorithm for the grouping of machines based on the natural 
grouping patterns is first formulated, and then the algorithm for the association of parts with the 
just formed machine groups is presented. The evaluation of the performances of the proposed 
algorithm is discussed in Section 4. Several exmnples are used to illustrate the approach. 
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF MACHINE GROUPS 
The algorithm for forming machine groups is presented in the following. The approach is 
based on the similarity coefficient matrix, S = [siklmxm, which is obtained from the machine- 
part incident matrix [aij],., by using the formula 
g (1 - l&j - akjl), for i # k, 
hk = j=l 
0, for i = k. 
(1) 
The computation is performed between each pair of machines i, k = 1, . . . , m. The element, sik 
of S, is the similarity coefficient between machines i and k, and S is referred to as the machine 
similarity matrix, which is symmetric. The machine-part incident matrix, [aiJlmxn, consists of 0 
or 1 entries with aij = 1 indicating a visit of part j to machine i, 0 otherwise. 
The algorithm for machine grouping is based on the variation of the nearest neighborhood rule 
for the travelling salesman problem [2]. The variation occurs due to multiple optimal solutions 
of subtours. 
Frequently, a machine may exhibit a fairly low degree of similarity with all other machines. 
This machine may be assigned as a singleton machine cell. If the similarity coefficients with all 
other machines are smaller than a certain threshold value T, then a singleton machine cell should 
be formed. The value of this threshold is chosen by the decision maker. It may be equal to or 
smaller than n/2, where n represents the number of parts. 
The algorithm is summarized in the following. For illustration purposes, a nine-machine sim- 
ilarity matrix is shown in Figure 1. It is also assumed that machines (columns) 2 and 3 have 
already been determined as a group {2,3}. For the notation listed, see the Nomenclature. 
123 45 678 9 
1 0 23 23 11 10 23 23 23 23 
2 23 0 25 12 13 20 19 20 19 
3 23 25 0 13 11 19 18 19 20 
S= 4 11 12 13 0 23 23 15 14 13 
5 10 13 11 23 0 18 15 14 14 
6 23 20 19 23 18 0 17 14 13 
7 23 19 18 15 15 17 0 16 15 
8 23 20 19 14 14 14 16 0 23 
9 23 19 20 13 14 13 15 23 0 
s;=23 25 25 23 23 23 23 23 23 
m; = 6 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 
Figure 1. Similarity matrix for nine machines. 
Algorithm 1. Formulation of Machine Groups 
STEP 1. Identify SE, {i:}, and rn; for each column k, k = 1,. . . , m, and initially set A = 1, 
C = 1, iUc = 0, and DC = 8. 
STEP 2. For current solution C, identify the largest sz among all the columns in S except 
Ic E MC. And record it or them as ~7. At the same time, identify {ii”} and mz*. 
Note. A tie of multiple columns that contain the currently remaining largest similarity coeffi- 
cient may exist. 
STEP 3. If DC # 0 for all k identified in Step 2. Modify m;* and {i;*} as follows. For any (i’, k’) 
in DC, if k = k’, omit i’ from {i;*} and reduce mz* accordingly. This is due to fact that (i’, k’) 
has already been considered by other solutions. 
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Note. However, it should be emphasized that {i~} and m~ of the columns should never be 
altered. 
STEP 4. Break tie of multiple s~* by using Rule 1 listed in the following. Finally, update the 
results by deleting all these cells (i', k ~) with k t = k from Dc. 
RULE(l). Choose the column k with the largest m~*. Break further tie arbitrarily. 
STEP 5. If S~* > T, GO to Step 6. ELSE: 
(5.1) Form singleton machine-cells for all the remaining columns (machines) in S, which are 
not assigned to any group in the current solution C. 
(5.2) If C = A, STOP. If C < A, return to Step 2, and increase C by one (advance to the next 
alternative solution). 
STEP 6. Perform grouping and branching operations for alternative solution(s) by using the 
subalgorithm, Algorithm 1.1, below. 
STEP 7. If C = A and Me = {1, . . . ,m},  STOP. ELSE, return to Step 2, and if C < A and 
Me = {1,. . . ,  m} increase C by one (advance to the next alternative solution). 
Algorithm 1.1. Grouping and Branching 
STEP 1. Partition {i~*} into disjoined subsets {i~,*01}, {i~,*02}, and {i~'1} based on their defini- 
tions. If there exist any two i~* 1 in the same group, omit either one from {i~'1}. 
STEP 2. Put into a temporary memory for the groups so far formed in the current solution C, 
Me, and De. 
STEP 3. Grouping and branching by using Rules (2), (3) and (4) in sequence. 
RULE(2). If {i~,*01} ~ 0, form a new group that contains column (machine) k and all the 
elements of {i~,*01}, i.e., {k, {i~,*01}}. Update Me by adding {k, {i~,*m}} to Mc. 
RULE(3). If {i~,*1} ~ 0. 
(3.1) If {i~,*01} ~ ~, for each element {i~:1}, identify an additional alternative solution by: 
(3.1a) Increase A by one and identify the alternative solution as the A TM solution. 
(3.1b) Copy the original groups, Mc, and Dc, of current solution C recorded at 
Step 2 to the A TM solution. 
(3.1c) Let the solution A join the machines (columns) {k, {i~,*m}} with the existing 
group containing i~,* 1. Update MA by adding {k, {i~,*m}} to it. 
Note. If {i~,*01} ~ 0, then current solution C has already chosen to join k and {i~,*m} in a 
group in Rule (2) and therefore does not need to be examined here. 
(3.2) If {i~,*01} = 0: 
(3.2a) To the current solution C, add the column k to the existing group containing 
i~* 1. Update Mc by adding k to it. 
(3.2b) For each of the remaining elements in {i~* 1}, identify an additional alternative 
solution by repeating Steps 
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(4.1b) Add the new group that contains column k and all of the elements of Ih, i.e., 
{k, Ih}, to the solution A, Update MA by adding {k, Ih} to it. 
(4.1c) Update DA by adding cell entries (k, i~,*02) to DA for all i~*02 such that i~*02 is 
an element of {i~,*02}, but not in Ih. 
(4.2) If {i~* 1} = 13: 
(4.2a) Add to the current solution C the new group that contains column k and all 
the elements of I1, i.e., {k, I1}. Update Mc by adding {k, I1} to it. Update 
Dc by adding the entries (k, i~,~,*02 ) for all i~*02 if i~*02 is an element of {i~,.*02}, 
but not in I1. 
(4.2b) For each of the remaining subsets I2,..., IN;.o2, identify an additional alterna- 
tive solution by using Steps (4.1a)-(4.1c). 
STEP 4. RETURN to Step 7, Algorithm 1. 
Rule (2) is due to the fact that all of the elements in {i~*01 } have only one choice (m~. = 1) 
k,O1 
to join with a group at a later iteration. Also, this group contains k. Therefore, this combination 
can be performed immediately. 
In addition to the operation of grouping, Rule (3) provides the first rule for branching to 
additional alternative solutions. This is accomplished by considering the multiple choices of 
optimal joining of k with the existing roups. Each of these existing roups contains a different i~* I
of 
Rule (4) also provides branching and grouping opportunities, but differently. This is due to 
** "** li** t If directly applied, the fact that {zk,02 } is not completely the same as {~k,m}, or even  k,lJ- 
Rule (3) will generate duplicate solutions. For this reason, Rule (4), even though it uses the 
same procedure as that of Rule (3), uses the nonempty power subsets of {i;,*02} instead of its 
individual elements and a set Dc or DA of the unconsidered cell entries. The role of Dc (or DA) 
is to prevent further duplicate solutions. In addition, it should be noted that the situation where 
{i;,*o2} ¢ 0 and {i~-,*01} ¢ 13 is not considered in Rule (4). This is because if there exists any i~.*0x, 
the choices of the optimal joining of k with an i;,*02 of {i~,*02} can be taken care of ~s each 
column i~*o2 is examined at a later iteration, since the current group to be formed will contain k 
and {i;,*01 }" 
Finally, Rule (1) is to prevent oo early a joining of the machines in the process that could 
result in the elimination of other possible ways of optimal joining and branching. The situation 
is best illustrated by the following example. Suppose in the current solution C groups {2, 8} and 
{10, 16} are formed so far. Mc = {2, 8, 10, 16}. Currently, columns 5 and 7 contain the largest 
remaining similarity, i.e., s;* = s~*. In column 5, {i;*} = {7} and rn;* = 1, and in column 7, 
{i~*} = {2,5, 10} and m~* = 3. Under the circumstance of no Rule (1), column 5 could be 
randomly chosen for examination before 7. Therefore, by Rule (4), columns 5 and 7 could join 
together and form a group. However, it would then eliminate the other choices of columns 5 
and 7 together to become part of the existing group that contains machine 2 or 10. Yet, it is 
not only between machines 5 and 7, but also between machines 2 and 7 and between machines 7
and 10 where the current remaining maximum similarity coefficient occurs. 
3. ASSOCIAT ING PARTS WITH MACHINE GROUPS 
In this section, the algorithm for assigning the parts to the already formed machine groups is 
formulated. In order to obtain optimal grouping, the number of exceptional elements (ones) in 
the off-diagonal blocks and the number of blank entries (zeros) in the diagonal blocks must be 
minimized. The algorithm is formulated based on these optimal conditions. 
Given the machine-part incidence matrix [aij]mxn , i = 1 . . . .  ,m and j = 1,. . .  ,n, and the 
machine groups G~, s = 1 , . . . ,  g, the association of parts with the machine groups carl be accom- 
plished by the following algorithm. 
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Algor i thm 2. Associat ion of  Parts wi th  Machine Groups 
STEP 1. For each part j ,  j = 1, . . . ,  n, calculate the association coefficients r~ between j and the 
machine groups Gs, s = 1, . . . ,  g, by using 
s E rj = aij. 
lEGs 
STEP 2. Associate part j with the machine group G~. such that 
s* = max r~. 
rj s=l,...,g 
If ties occur, break the ties by using Steps 3,4. Otherwise, GO directly to Step 5. 
STEP 3. For part j ,  compute the bypass coefficients b~* with each of machine group G~. that are 
tied in Step 2 for j by using 
b~* = E (1 -a i j ) .  
iEG~* 
STEP 4. Associate part j with the machine group Gs** such that 
b; = minb~*. 
8" 
Break further ties arbitrarily. 
STEP 5. IF there exist machine group Gs,, with which no part is associated, then rejoin the 
machines (i t) of G~, with other machine groups by following Steps 6-10. ELSE, STOP. 
STEP 6. For each machine i ~ in Gs,, determine the association coefficients r], between i t and 
each part family F~, s = 1, . . . ,  g and s ¢ s ~, by using 
rS' = E ai'j" 
jEF~ 
STEP 7. Rejoin machine i t with machine group Gs* such that 
r],* = max r~,. 
s=l,...,g;s¢s' 
If ties occur, break ties by using Steps 8 and 9. ELSE, GO directly to Step 10. 
STEP 8. For machine i t, compute the bypass coefficients b~," with each part families Fs* that are 
tied in Step 7 for i' by using 
biS'* = E (1 - ai,j). 
jEFf* 
STEP 9. Then, rejoin machine i t with machine group Gs-* such that 
b~,** = min b~.. 
8* 
Break  further ties arbitrarily. 
STEP  i0. Return  to Step 1 for redetermining the association of the parts with the mach ine  
groups. 
Steps 5-10 are for mach ine  groups that are not associated with any  processing. This  situation 
may occur to a mach ine  group in which its machines  are actually sharing or compet ing  for the 
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Figure 3. An ill-structured problem with sixteen machines and thirty parts. 
same number of operat ions of the parts.  These machines hould therefore rejoin the groups with 
which they  are competing.  
EXAMPLE 1. To i l lustrate the proposed algorithms, a simple problem with four machines and 
eighteen parts,  whose incidence matr ix  is shown in F igure 2a is first solved. 
The machine s imi lar i ty matr ix  is shown in F igure 2b. By using the above-descr ibed procedure,  
a single grouping pat tern  of the machines, {1,3, 4} and {2}, is identif ied with a threshold value T 
equal to n/2 -- 9. Then, A lgor i thm 2 is applied. The final block-diagonal form of this incidence 
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matrix according to this single grouping pattern is shown in Figure 2c, in which both the numbers 
of exceptional elements (EE) and black entries (BE) are six. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the somewhat ill-structured problem shown in Figure 3, which was first 
used by Srinivasan et al. [3], where a single grouping solution was identified. 
Using the proposed procedure, three alternative grouping solutions (see Table 1) were obtained: 
two solutions with three machine-part groups and one solution with four groups. Obviously, these 
multiple solutions will offer flexibility to the decision maker for determining the best formation 
of the machine cells and part families depending on his/her special situation and practical re- 
quirements. 
Table 1. Alternative grouping solutions for the problem in Figure 3. 
Machine Cell ~-~ Part Family 
ALternative grouping pattern (1) 
{5,10,14,16} *-* {3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 15, 17, 21, 24, 26} 
{1,2,4, 7,8, 11, 12, 13} *-~ {1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 30} 
{3, 6, 9, 15} ~ {5, 13, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29} 
Number of EEs = 15, Number of BEs = 67. 
Alternative grouping pattern (2) 
{5,10,14,16} *-~ {6,8,11,14,15,17,21,24,26} 
{1,4,7,8,11,12} ~ {2,4,7,9,12,18,22,30} 
{3,6,9,15} ~-* {5,19,23,25,27,2S, 9} 
{2,3} ~ {1,3,10,13,16,20} 
Number of EEs = 19, Number of BEs = 27. 
Alternative grouping pattern (3) 
{5,10,14,16} ~-* {3,6,8,11,14,15,17,21,24,26} 
{1,2,4,7,8,11,12} ~-* {1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 30} 
{3, 6, 9, 13, 15} ~ {5, 10, 13, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29} 
Number of EEs = 16, Number of BEs = 62. 
4. NONDOMINATED GROUP AND GROUPING EFF IC IENCY 
In order to help the decision maker to select the best grouping among the multiple groups, the 
concept of nondominated group and grouping efficiency are presented in this section. 
The concept of nondominated group may be defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let i = 1, . . . ,  A denote the alternative grouping patterns identified for an incidence 
matrix. For pattern i, let EEi and BEi, respectively, denote the number of exceptional elements 
(EE) in the off-diagonal blocks and the number of blank entries (BE) in the diagonal blocks in 
the final block-diagonal of the matrix. Then, a pattern k is said to be nondominated, if there 
exists no pattern i such that EEi _> EEk and BEi > BEk, or EEi > EEk and BE~ > BEk, for all 
i=1  . . . .  ,A. 
Furthermore, by combining the numbers for EEs and BEs, the following single criterion was 
formulated by Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan [4]: 
Grouping efficiency, r] = q~]l + (1 - q)r]2, 0 _< q ___ 1, (2) 
where 
Number of ones in the diagonal blocks 
711 = Total number of elements in the diagonal blocks' 
Number of zeros in the off-diagonal blocks 
r]2 = Total number of elements in the off-diagonal blocks' 
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Figure 4. A 23-machine and 20-part problem. 
with q as a weighting factor, 0 < q < 1. The weighting factor q allows the flexibility to the 
decision maker. However, due to the fact that the magnitude of the denominator for ~/2 is much 
larger than that for ~1, r/2 has a much less effect on ~/than r/1. To avoid this problem, or to raise 
the influence of the exceptional elements, a very low value of q should be used [5]. 
Another criterion, which is known as grouping efficacy, was proposed by Kumar and Chan- 
drasekharan [5] 
1-¢  
Grouping efficacy, F - 1 + ¢ '  (3) 
where 
= Number of exceptional elements in the off-diagonal blocks 
Total number of operations (ones) in the matrix 
Number of blank entries in the diagonal blocks 
Total number of operations (ones) in the matrix" 
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Figure 5. Performances of the alternative grouping patterns for Figure 4. 
This definition has the following properties. 
or and or (1) From the partial derivatives, ~-~ 8-$, it can be shown that a change in the number 
of the exceptional elements has a greater influence than a change in the number of blank 
entries. 
(2) The shortcoming for equation (2) has been overcome. 
(3) However, equation (3) also has a problem. It lost the flexibility of equation (2), where 
the relative emphasis on EE and BE can be changed by simply changing the weighting 
factor q. 
The overall approach for the multiple grouping method can now be summarized as follows. 
(1) Identify the natural grouping patterns of the machines by using Algorithm 1. 
(2) Associate the parts with the already formed machine groups by using Algorithm 2. 
(3) For each alternative pattern, compute the number of EEs in the off-diagonal blocks and 
the number of BEs in the diagonal blocks in the final block-diagonal form of the incidence 
matrix. 
(4) Compute the grouping efficiency by using equation (2), or grouping efficacy by using 
equation (3). 
(5) Identify the nondominated alternative grouping patterns based on Definition 1 and their 
respective patterns of machine cells and part families. 
EXAMPLE 3. To illustrate the procedure, the problem shown in Figure 4, which is a very ill- 
structured problem first used by Kumar et al. [6, p. 395], is solved. 
Using Algorithms 1 and 2, 64 alternative grouping patterns were obtained. These alternate 
patterns are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 5, where the EEs and BEs are also shown. As 
can be seen from Table 2, the number of machine cells and part families ranges from a minimum 
of five to a maximum of seven, instead of two as was assumed by Kumar et al. [6]. The following 
conclusions can be obtained from the results in Table 2 and Figure 5. 
(1) Although the number of machine cells and part families, and hence the efficiencies, may 
play an important role in forming the optimal system, other factors are also important. 
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Table 2. Alternative grouping solutions for the problem in Figure 4. 
1295 
Alt. No. 1 No. EEs No. BEs F(%) No. of Groups Alt. No. No. EEs No. BEs F(%) No. of Groups 
(41) 52 52 37.0 5 
(55) 52 49 37.7 5 
(22) 52 49 37.7 5 
(38) 52 46 38.4 5 
(4) 54 49 36.4 5 
(1) 54 48 36.7 5 
(18) 54 44 37.6 5 
(6) 54 42 38.1 5 
(34) 54 37 39.3 5 
(15) 54 36 39.6 5 
(48) 55 45 36.7 6 
(60) 55 43 37.2 6 
(32) 55 41 37.7 6 
(51) 55 39 38.2 6 
(16) 55 35 39.2 5 
(35) 55 35 39.2 5 
(3) 55 33 39.7 5 
(13) 55 33 39.7 5 
(5) 55 31 40.3 6 
(17) 55 29 40.9 6 
(57) 55 25 42.0 6 
(42) 55 25 42.0 6 
(63) 55 20 43.6 6 
(56) 55 20 43.6 6 
(19) 56 46 35.9 5 
(7) 56 44 36.3 5 
(20) 56 24 41.6 6 
(39) 56 23 41.9 6 
(53) 56 17 43.9 6 
(36) 56 17 43.9 6 
(37) 56 16 44.2 6 
(14) 56 16 44.2 6 
(54) 56 15 44.5 6 
(33) 56 14 44.9 6 
(8) 57 37 37.3 6 
(2) 57 36 37.6 6 
(25) 57 34 38.1 6 
(11) 57 33 38.4 6 
(44) 57 30 39.2 6 
(28) 57 28 39.7 6 
(21) 57 25 40.6 6 
(40) 57 24 40.9 6 
(45) 58 30 38.5 6 
(23) 58 28 39.0 6 
(29) 58 28 39.0 6 
(9) 58 26 39.6 6 
(61) 58 20 41.4 7 
(52) 58 19 41.7 7 
(10) 58 19 41.7 7 
(24) 58 18 42.0 7 
(64) 58 16 42.6 7 
(62) 58 15 43.0 7 
(26) 59 36 36.2 6 
(12) 59 35 36.5 6 
(46) 59 15 42.2 7 
(30) 59 15 42.2 7 
(59) 59 12 43.2 7 
(58) 59 12 43.2 7 
(43) 59 11 43.6 7 
(50) 59 11 43.6 7 
(49) 59 11 43.6 7 
(27) 59 10 43.9 7 
(47) 60 16 41.1 7 
(31) 60 16 41.1 7 
1Alternative grouping pattern number from Algorithm 1. 
Th is  is especia l ly  t rue  for the  large systems encountered  in pract ice,  where  the  pract i -  
cal compl i ca t ing  factors such as layout,  budget ,  jus t - in - t ime requ i rement ,  mach ine  usage, 
qua l i ty  concern,  to ta l  quant i ty  of part  family, dupl icat ion of machines,  mater ia l  handl ing,  
subcont rac t ing ,  etc.,  p lay an impor tant  role. Since these factors are usual ly  too  compl i -  
cated  to be cons idered in the  model ,  the  present  approach  to prov ide mul t ip le  fo rmat ion  
pat terns  and let the  decis ion maker  make  the  final decis ion appears  to be much more  
useful  in actua l  pract ice.  The  mult ip le  group ing  pat terns  prov ide more  useful  in fo rmat ion  
upon  which  the  decis ion maker  can depend.  
(2) As can be seen f rom F igure  5, the  t rends  of the  grouping eff icacy and of the  numbers  
of  BEs  are cons istent  and inversely proport iona l .  The  var ia t ion  of the  number  of  EEs  is 
genera l ly  smal l  and gradua l  and appears  to have less inf luence on the  efficacy. 
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(3) Using Definition 1, the nondominated grouping patterns are identified as patterns (38), 
(15), (63), (56), (33), and (27). 
5. D ISCUSSIONS 
In the above presentation, machine groups are identified by Algorithm 1 first, and then the 
parts are selected to join the already formed machine groups by using Algorithm 2. Obviously, 
the proposed algorithm can also be applied if the processing order is reversed. In other words, 
form part groups first, and then select the machines. 
The basic concept of the present work is to develop algorithms, which can generate multiple 
grouping patterns for the machine-cell and part-family formation problem. The decision maker 
makes the final decision to choose the most suitable group pattern based on practical consider- 
ations from these alternative patterns. To help and to establish a general guide for the decision 
maker, the concept of nondominated group pattern is proposed, and two different formulae for 
grouping efficiencies are also discussed. The approach is especially suited for ill-structured sys- 
tems. Several numerical examples are solved to illustrate the importance of this concept. 
The algorithm presented also can be used to improve existing methods in the literature. It 
can provide or simplify the final solution of machine-part grouping. For example, benefit may 
be obtained by incorporating Algorithm 2 with the following existing methods: the hierarchical 
clustering methods, the p-median model [7], and the extended p-median GT algorithm [8]. 
Another example is the assignment model proposed by Srinivasan et al. [3]. The procedure of 
this assignment model can be summarized as follows: 
(1~ computing the similarity coefficients of the machines, 
(2) solving the assignment problem, 
(3) identifying the machine groups, 
(4) identifying the associated part families, 
(5) if the parts cannot be disjoinedly associated with the machine groups, repeat (1) (3) to 
determine the part families, 
(6) assigning the part families to the machine cells, and 
(7) merging any machine cell with an empty part family with other cells. 
Clearly, Algorithm 2 presented in this paper may be used to replace Steps (4)-(7), and thus 
the original method is simplified. 
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